We investigate neural network (NN) assisted techniques for compensating the non-linear behaviour and the memory effect of a 5G PA through digital predistortion (DPD). Traditionally, the most prevalent compensation technique computes the compensation element using a Memory Polynomial Model (MPM). Various neural network proposals have been shown to improve on this performance. However, thus far they mostly come with prohibitive training or inference costs for real world implementations. In this paper, we propose a DPD architecture that builds upon the practical MPM formulation governed by neural attention. Our approach enables a set of MPM DPD components to individually learn to target different regions of the data space, combining their outputs for a superior overall compensation. Our method produces similar performance to that of higher capacity NN models with minimal complexity. Finally, we view our approach as a framework that can be extended to a wide variety of local compensator types.
INTRODUCTION
Operating in an open-loop manner, RF power amplifiers (PAs) can naturally exhibit non-linear distortion. A common compensation concept, called digital predistortion (DPD), manipulates the input to the PA so that the actual output matches the desired output as much as possible. Several classical methods exist; notable among them is the memory polynomial model (MPM) family of functions. Lately, as the required operating bandwidth of PA becomes greater, e.g. in 5G radio, PAs can exhibit higher distortion effect. MPM solutions have thus been subjected to many extensions.
Spurred by the advances in Artificial Neural Network (NN) techniques, there has been increased interest in applying these methods for predistortion. Various promising architectures were proposed in [1] to address the inverse problem. Due to its power and simplicity this architecture has remained relevant as a NN DPD benchmark, with variants being developed to model non-causal effects as in [2] and having been employed in recent studies such as [3] .
In general, though compensation performance of NN assisted techniques can exceed those of conventional coun-terparts, their practicality has been limited due to the computational complexity of training NN models and furthermore, the prohibitive complexity of inference in the context of low power applications in mobile devices. One of the most successful methods involves modelling the PA itself by a NN and training a NN DPD inline with the pretrained PA model as in [4] , where this approach benefits from its own FPGA implementation.
It has been claimed [5] that the open-loop DPD learning is responsible for introducing noise from the feed-back receiver into the DPD estimation, an undesirable effect. In this paper, we propose a neural-attention assisted DPD solution, which leverages the computational minimalism and generalization capability of the MPM together with the flexibility and noise robustness of NN models to address these issues. By using the highly efficient MPM as subcompensators, our method produces performance similar to high capacity NN models, yet requires greatly reduced complexity. Furthermore, it inherits the performance guarantees of simple MPMs.
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BACKGROUND

Notation
A DPD setup starts with an input complex-valued sequence χ n , representing the target digitally-modulated waveform. The signal flows through a digital predistorter (DPD) g(·) to produce another complex-valued sequence φ n . This second waveform is then passed through the analog PA, the output of which is a third signal ψ n . An optimal DPD function g * (·) should produce ψ n = Cχ n up to some fixed scaling constant C, often referred to as the gain. As outlined in [6] , a framework to solve for the DPD function, suitable in real time, is the inverse learning architecture (ILA). In ILA, one learns an (approximate) inverse transformation from the output of the analog PA, ψ n , back to its input φ n . This transformation is denoted as f (·), and the output sequence of f is denoted asφ n . This inverse transform is subsequently used as the DPD function. The system and notation is given in Figure  1 . With a high quality learning algorithm, the concatenation of the ILA DPD function with the analog PA should produce ψ n ≈ Cχ n with little error. 
Memory polynomial model
As mentioned in Section 1, MPM has seen widespread and continued use. Using MPM for DPD was inspired by the Volterra series formulation of the underlying distortion phenomenon. Given, ψ n , the MPM formulation uses the following polynomials as basis elements:
where k = 0, 1, 2... is a variable degree of nonlinearity, and l is a variable degree of delay. The MPM computes a weighted sum of basis elements to form an estimate of the PA input,
for some choice of complex coefficients λ lk . As indicated in Section 3.1, the values of λ lk can be obtained by matching two signals φ andφ. This is a problem that can be phrased as a standard linear regression. Thus, any appropriate linear regression algorithms can be applied to solve for λ lk . Particularly, if one wishes to minimize the expected squared distance between aligned sequences {φ n } and {f MPM (ψ n )}, the least square (LS) solution applies.
The nonlinear basis elements used by the f MPM can be collected in a matrix Ψ with entries Ψ n l,k = ψ n−l · |ψ n−l | 2k , where l denotes the delay dimension and and k the nonlinear order dimension in (2) . The target sequence {φ n } can be represented by a vector Φ. The vector Λ LS that represents the coefficients {λ n lk } is solved by
Performance metric
As is the common practice in the DPD literature [7] , in this work, we evaluate the performance of various DPD methods by the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) between aligned PA input signal φ n and the output of the DPD function,φ n = f (ψ n ). The definition for NMSE is as follows:
NEURAL ATTENTION ASSISTED DPD
We present an architecture that intends to leverage the generalization capability of the MPM, while improving its predistortion capability and flexibility. We refer to our architecture as an Attention Guided Memory Polynomial Neural Network (AGMPNN). Efforts have previously been made to combine the robustness and efficiency of the MPM with NN assisted solutions in different settings: typically trained in a closedloop manner and revolved around modelling the MPM by a very small multilayer perceptron [8] , or cascading a NN DPD model together with the MPM to boost its predistortion capability. Our solution is adapted for the ILA and is an end-toend DPD module.
Amplitude-offset memory polynomial
Typically, an MPM is used to cover the entire range of a signal. Here, we desire to have a number of MPM-like compensators that can be individually tuned for different regions of the input signal amplitude dimension. To achieve this effect, we augment an MPM in (1) with an additional real-valued trainable amplitude offset parameter. We refer to such an augmented MPM as an amplitude-offset MPM (AOMPM). The output of a single AOMPM with bias b ∈ R is,
Global compensation by assemblying local compensation
Our approach follows the principle of the mixture of experts framework [9] . The key concepts are:
Local learning
It is well known that for certain PA settings simple and explainable formulations like the MPM achieve good results. While the MPM promises to learn well within small amplitude-time bands, its performance degrades quickly if charged to cover a wide amplitude range. Capitalizing on this insight, we deploy several AOMPM learners, optimizing their compensation effect in individual amplitude-time regimes.
Attention
We use an attention mechanism to coordinate the aforementioned ensemble of MPM-like local learners. Through end-toend training, the learners partition the entire amplitude-time domain into "subregions" to which they fit their parameters to independently. Additionally, the attention layer jointly learns with the local learners how best to summarize the outputs from these local learners into the final input to the PA. The full architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . The architecture consists of M AOMPMs, an attention head, and an output layer.
The m-th AOMPM uses an offset b (m) , m = 1, ..., M . From its observation of the amplitude of the input signal, the attention head dynamically assigns a weight to each AOMPM. Using such weights, the output layer forms a linear combination of the outputs of the AOMPM as the final output. The attention head produces the weights w (m) for AOMPM m with the following rule:
where b (m) is as in (5), and µ 
Model complexity
The complexity of our model depends on the number of taps, L, the maximum order on squared amplitude, K, and the number of AOMPM employed, M . Our model comprises of 4LKM + LM + 4L + 2M + 2 trainable real parameters. In our model, the number of trainable parameters is almost identical to the number of multiply-and-accumulate operations, making the number of parameters a good metric to represent real-time inference cost. In this work, we use a very simple MLP to compute the attention coefficients w (m) n . We plan to investigate further attention variants in future work.
Determination of model parameters
The AOMPM parameters λ can be learned online. The en-tire system in Figure 2 can be trained end-to-end to minimize the MSE between φ andφ, using typical optimizers for NNs.
Performance lower bound
A common factor that hinders the adoption of NN-based solutions is that the behaviour and generalizability of neural networks tends to be hard to explain. When performance drops unexpectedly, it can be difficult to formulate a solution quickly. In contrast, the MPM holds credibility from a long history of industrial use. Our model is built on top of an ensemble of AOMPMs. As such it is guaranteed to perform at least as well as a standard MPM. Furthermore, the additional risk only lies in the simple attention layer, a property which renders our solution light-weight and interpretable.
EXPERIMENTS
Methodology
In this paper, we evaluate various DPD schemes using a 5G PA that exhibits a non-trivial memory effect. In the following experiments, we use the real-valued focused time-delay neural network (RVFTDNN) of [1] as a baseline. To compare various DPD schemes fairly, in our evaluations we carefully control the computational complexity at inference time (and the number of non-causal taps of the input waveform to a DPD method). For all considered model families, we perform an exhaustive architecture search across all network architecture parameters. We limit the total number of trainable parameters to be within 100 to 600. Table  1 presents the architecture parameters that result in the best NMSE at the low-distortion and high-distortion regimes. In subsequent experiments, for any given operating point, we employ its corresponding optimal architecture.
For our experiment, we capture data from a 5G PA at both the low and high distortion levels. Captured signals are split into contiguous segments of discrete samples. We align a discrete sample segment with its ground truth target. Training is performed with a batch size 50 of such captured segmentground truth pairs. The well known Adam [10] optimizer is used to minimize the NMSE. An early stopping criterion was used, which resulted in training epochs in between 20 and 30 on average. We observed no overfitting to the training set. Figure 4 presents the performance-complexity trade-off. For all DPD schemes, we allow 7 input memory taps. One can see clearly from the results that, given the same complexity, our model achieves a much lower NMSE than the baseline at both the low distortion and high distortion regimes. Not shown in Figure 4 is that, even though both models have the same number of parameters, our model achieves such a performance after a comparatively shorter training time. Figure  3 compares the performance of the DPD methods over the total number of input delay taps, L + 1. Here, for each value of L, the RVFTDNN is optimized within a capacity of 600 parameters. The AGMPNN comprises 43L + 51 parameters. We observe that for all values of L, our method consistently outperforms RVFTDNN, by as much as 3.5 dB.
Results
CONCLUSIONS
We investigate neural network (NN) assisted techniques for compensating the non-linear behaviour and the memory effect of a 5G PA through digital predistortion (DPD). We presented a DPD architecture that builds upon the practical MPM governed by neural attention. Our approach enables a set of AOMPM components to individually learn to target different scenarios, and to collectively learn to combine their outputs for an ideal overall compensation. Our results indicate that AGMPNN is able to achieve far better predistortion performance in terms of NMSE compared to densely connected neural networks such as RVFTDNN, and does so consistently across multiple PA settings, proving increased robustness.
